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INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS PAPER We prove 
THEOREM. (i) If n > 0, the stable cohomotopy group T~“(RP= x . . . x RP”) is zero. 
(ii) For n = 0, Segal’s map a(G)+ TP(BG) is an isomorphism for G = (Z/2)k. 
This theorem has recently been proven for G = Z/2 by Lin[81, for G = Z/p by 
Gunawardena[7], and for G = pi/p’ Ravenel[l3]. Taken together, these results 
give Segal’s conjecture cyclic groups. The method in each of these cases is to study 
the Ext groups over the Steenrod algebra of an appropriate ring of Laurent series. Our 
methods are entirely different, and produce a new proof for G = 2/2 (and presumably 
G = Z/p). Our proof involves embedding fi*(RP”) as a direct summand in a larger 
module X,, and hence embedding & fi*(WP”) in 6 X,. Let Xi be defined as the dual 
module to the direct limit 
XW”) xw I+,;, 
+ M(2’-Ii) - M(2’i) -M(2’+‘i)+, 
where M(k) is the Brown-Gitler module AIA{x(Sq’), j > k}, A the mod 2 Steenrod 
algebra, Using work of Mahowald[lO], one may compute the groups Ext:’ (z/2, Xi) 
for t - s I 0. We observe that 6 X, can be expressed as an inverse limit of modules 
Xi, which gives a computation of Ext>’ (Z/2, & X,) for t - s 5 0. What remains is to 
analyze the image of Ext:’ (z/2,& Xl) in Ext>’ (z/2,& fi* (RP”)), together with an 
inductive argument on K which shows that a certain associated graded ring of A(G) is 
isomorphic to the ring Exti” (z/2,& fi* (RP”)). 
It seems that the methods in this paper have independent interest. The modules Xi 
are in fact the cohomology of a spectrum constructed as a direct limit of Spanier- 
Whitehead duals to Brown-Gitler spectra. What cohomology theory does this spec- 
trum represent? Is the algebraic splitting to RP’ geometrically realized? One may 
compose the algebraic map Xl + fi*(RP”) with the “algebraic J-homomorphism,” 
which is a map from R*(RP”) to the l-dimensional cycles in an Adams resolution for 
S”, and obtain a map ExtA*(X,, 2/2)+Ext,*(Z/2,2/2), which is a surjection since 
Ext,*(H*(RP”), 2/2) surjects to Ext,*(Z/2,2/2) by results of Lin (unpublished). 
What can be said about Ext,*(X,, z/2)? 
In view of R. Cohen’s construction of Brown-Gitler spectra for odd p [4], it seems 
very likely that the methods of this paper will extend immediately to the case (Z/P)~. 
The extension to all abelian groups seems less direct. 
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The paper is organized as follows: In §I. we introduce necessary information 
concerning Brown-Gitler spectra and construct the modules X,. We show that 0 X, 
can be realized as an inverse limit of modules Xi. Section 2 computes the necessary 
Ext groups of the Xi’S. In $111 we observe that fi*(RP”) is a direct summand in X,. In 
QIV, we calculate partially the induced pairings on Ext arising from the pairings 
B(k) A B(f)-, B(k + 0, where B(k) denotes the kth Brown-Gitler spectrum. Section 5 
then uses these results to evaluate the image Ext,(Z/2, & X,) + 
Ext,(Z/2, &) 8* (BP”)). Section VI then proves the result. 
It will be apparent to the reader that the results of this paper depend very heavily 
on the methods of [2,8 and lo]. It is a pleasure to acknowledge this debt. 
$1. BROWN-GITLER SPECTRA 
We recall certain facts from [2,3 and lo] concerning Brown-Gitler spectra. All 
homology and cohomology is written with Z/2 cofficients. Let A denote the mod 2 
Steenrod algebra, and let M(k) denote the left A-module A/A{x(Sq’), i > k}. 
THEOREM 1. (See [2, lo]) 3 a spectrum B(k) satisfying 
(a) H*(B(k)) = M(k). 
(b) If a: B(k)-, H (H denotes the mod 2 Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum) is the 
map representing i E M(k), a*: B(k),(X) + H,(X) is an epimorphism for any CW 
complex X and * < 2k + 2. 
Let A* denote the dual Hopf algebra to A; A* is the polynomial algebra on 
generators ti, l&l = 2’ - 1. There is a canonical anti-automorphism C: A* + A*, dual to 
x, which we use to identify A* with its opposite Hopf algebra. Thus we use the 
“reversed” coproduct (p(5;:) = Z 5i-j @ tf’-‘. Since M(k) is a quotient module of A, 
M(k)* c A*. 
PROPOSITION 2. (See [lo]) M(k)* is the uector space generated by all monimials e” 
with 4(a) 5 k, where 4,(a) % k, where 4(a) = Zar;2’-‘. (5” denotes a monomial 
,$yi.. . ,$:n.) The highest dimension in which M(k) is nonzero is 2k - a(k), (where a(k) 
denote the number of ones in the dyadic expansion of k), and the nonzero element is 
dual to C,[i? . . . &, where j = a(k) and the dyadic expansion of k is 2’1~’ + . . . + 2’~~‘. 
M(k)* inherits the left A-module structure of A*, defined by Sq’(.$,) = 0, if 1, 
Sq’(ti) = $,, and the Cartan formula. We grade M(k)* negatively, so M(k);* = 
(M(k)_i)*. There is a map f: Ek M(l)-*M(k), where f(a) = (Y. x(Sqk), where I = [k/2]. 
By the results of [3], this map is induced by a map of spectra. Dually, we obtain a map 
f*: M(k)* --, M(k)* @ A* - Yk M(I)*. 
PROPOSITION 3. f* is an isomorphism in dimensions d, d < -(2k - 2 - a(k - 1)). 
(a(0) = 0). 
Proof. One may observe that f*(e”) = 0 if +(a) < k, f*(eP’ . . . 5:~) = 572.. . .$;I, if 
4(a) = k. Thus, f* is onto in all dimensions, and is injective in all dimensions where 
M(k - I)* is zero. But, by Proposition 2, M(k - l)* is zero for d < -(2(k - 1) - cu(k - 1)). 
I 
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From this point on, we will simply denote the map f by x(Sqk). We define an 
inverse system Sj of A-modules for any number i, by S, = {Czqi” M(2qi)*, x(Sq”“)}, so 
we have 
XkW’)* 
X2’ M(i)* t--- E4i M(2i)* 
xcsq4’)* 
- C8’ M(4i)* +. 
This is dual to the direct system 
.p’ M(i) XW’) ~ p; M(2i) XLW’) -c-8’ M(4i) -+. 
Let Xi denote lim Si. This is a left A-module. 
PROPOSITION 4. (a) Xi is a(i)-l-connected. (b) Xi is isomorphic to E2’+li M(2”i)* in all 
dimensions less than a(i) + q + 1. 
Proof. (a) Proposition 2 asserts that Z”+” M(2Yi)* is a(i) - 1 connected. (b) 
Applying Proposition 3, we find that the map 
x(s4*4i)*: c*q+‘i M(yi)* ,x*qi M(29-1 j)* 
is an isomorphism for all dimensions less than 2q+‘i-(2qt’i-2- a(2’i- 1)) = 
2 + (~(24i - 1) = 2 + a(i) - 1 + q = a(i) + q + 1 provided q# 0. If q = 0, the result is 
immediate. n 
Proposition 4 allows us to compute a basis for this module in any fixed dimension 
by considering M(2”i)* for sufficiently large q. 
PROPOSITION 5. (See [2,3]) 3 pairings uk,]: M(k)* @ M(l)* + M(k + I)*, which are 
restrictions of the multiplication map in A*, and hence satisfy the Cartan formula. 
Moreover, these pairings are induced by maps of spectra B(k) A B(1) + B(k + 1). 
DEFINITION 6. We define a pairing * : Xi @ Xi + Xi by the formulae 
* = cL?q-‘i,2q-‘i” x(S~~“‘)* @ x(Sq’“i)*:M(2qi)* @ M(2’i)* + M(2”i)*, 
and the observation that when suspended properly, these formulae are compatible with 
the maps in the inverse system Xi. 
This gives, e.g. ti * & = &,. We remark that this pairing turns Xi into a (non- 
associative) commutative algebra over A, i.e. satisfying the Cartan formula. 
PROPOSITION 7. Xi is generated as an algebra by the l-dimensional element 5, whose 
image in Z”” M(2”)* is &+,. 
Proof. Mahowald [lo] shows that the pairing ~~4 I.?‘) I: M(2”-‘)* @ M(2qm’)* 
+ M(2“)* is surjective except in dimension - 2“-’ + 1. Since x(Sq”) is surjective, we 
find that every element in dimension > - 2q*’ + 1 can be written as a *-product of 
elements in M(2“)*. n 
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We’ remark that all elements of degree -2q+’ + 1 + I in M(24)* are sums of 
monomials in {&,. -$-1_l,. , ej-], 6;). (Use Proposition 7.) 
PROPOSITION 8. The multiplication map 
p: M(241)” @ M(24z)* 0. . . @ M(2q’)* -+M(24’ + 2+ + . . . + 24’)* 
is an isomorphism in dimensions -(2”‘+’ + 2q2” + . . . + Zq”‘) + I + j, where j < 
min(q,, 42 - ql,. . . , a - 4,-d. 
Proof. The map I* is surjective by the results of [lo]. To show that it is an 
isomorphism in the stated range, we note that if a monomial 5” is expressible in two 
ways as p(,$p’ 0. . . @ @) and ~~(57’ 0 . . . 0 #), we must have some .$ occurring in 
distinct factors in the tensor product. But by the above remark, this means that we must 
be in dimension 2 -(,,I+’ + . . . + 24~“) + I+ (is - i,), for some s, t, so the dimension is 
greater than -(2 ql+’ f . . . + q4’+l) + I+ p where p is the minimum in the statement of the 9 
theorem. n 
Let x(Sq’)* denote the dual to right multiplication by ~($44~) on A, so x(Sqi)*: 
1*(,5,‘) 
A* + A*. X(&I’)* is expressible as the composite A” GA* @ A* A A*. 
PROPOSITION 9. (a) x(Sq’)* 1 M(25t* = 0 if j > 2y. 
(b) x(Sq’)*( M(29)* = 0 in dimensions -24” + 1 + j, where j < o(i). 
(c) If i < 2’, ,y(Sq’)* 1 M(24)* = 0 in dimensions -2q+’ + 1 + j, j < 4 - p, 
Proof. (a) Follows immediately from the definition of X(&J’)*. (b) For x(Sqi)*(S”) 
to be nonzero we must have r’@ $ appear in the expansion of (p(,$“), for some a’. 
Since cp(i$) = ii @ 1 + I$_,@ (f’-’ + . . . + 1 @ 43 we see that if 5”’ @ &‘, appears, e 
must be at least a(i) times decomposable as a product, which completes the proof by 
Propositions 4 and 7, which show that elements of M(2”)* in dimension -2q+’ + 1 + I 
are at most 1 times decomposable. 
(c) We note that if e”‘@ (Ii appears in (p(e”), with 4(a) -C 2q, then u?(i) 2 q - s, 
where s = dim(e) + 2”+’ - I, since in that case, e” involves only the variables &,, . . . , 
.$-S. If i < 2p, we find x(Sqi)*(t”) = 0 unless dim (5”) + 2q” - 1 2 4 - p. H 
Define a partially ordered set 9’) as follows. The underlying set consists of all 
strictly increasing k-tuples of non-negative integers. We say (i,, . . . , ik) 2 (j,, . . . , jk) if 
(i, - j,, . . . . , ik - jk) is an increasing k-tuple of non-negative integers. We consider that 
category (eCk’, whose set of objects is Yk’, and so that there is a unique morphism 
I + J if and only if 12 J. Let 1, denote the sequence (i,, _ . . , it), i, = 0 if 4 < s, i, = 1 
if q 2 s. One readily observes that ail morphisms in % are expressible as composites 
z-z + Q--z + I,,* . . . + I + I,,, 
and the expression is unique if we require s, 5 s? % . . . 5 s, or SI 2 s? =‘ . . . 2 S, 
We wish to define a functor Qck) from ‘Vk’ to the category of A-modules. In order 
to do this, we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 10. Let M = 2’1+ . _ . + 2’5. Then 
2M+j-1 
2j = 0 (mod 2) for 0 < j < 2”. 
Proof. If 0 < j < 2”, then the dyadic expansion of 2M + j - 1 is 2’1 +. . . + 2’r + 2’1”, 
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+ ...+2il+‘,where2i1+... + 2h is the dyadic expansion of j - 1, and we have j, c i,, since 
j - 1 < 2’1. Since j < 2’1, the dyadic expansion of 2j contains only exponents smaller than 
i, + 1. Thus, 
We now define (PCk) on 
2~;;-l)+J=o. 
n 
objects by @‘)(i,, . . . , ik) = ~2”+‘+“~+2’k+’ bf@  . . . + 2”)*, 
xm 
24+‘+. .+zc+I * 
1 3 where f: I + I, +I is the unique mor- and on maps by @Ck)(f) = 
phism I + I, + I in Ce(‘), and I = (i,, . . . , 6). These definitions determine the functor, 
since we have described it on a generating set of morphisms. We must show that the 
relations in ~3 or (%‘k’) are preserved; it suffices to show that when we apply @,n’ to 
the commutative diagram 
I + I, - I + I, + I, 
I 1 
I----I+& 
we again obtain a commutative diagram. Let a = 2’1-t . . 
24+ . . . -t 24, t > s. 
PROPOSITION 11. The diagram 
_ _ *(Sq2o+w* 
.-I - 24, u = 2’s + . . . + 24, 7 = 
x2a+2iM(a + T)* - C2m+*u+4rM(cx + a+2T)* 
I 
xW')* 
I 
x(sq4')* 
x(Sq2V 
ZZ"M(a)* - z2=+zuM(a + cr)* 
commutes. (This is @‘k’ applied to the above diagram in 5~8~‘). 
Proof. We first dualize; the result we need to show is that ,y(Sq2”)x(Sq4’) = 
x(SqZ’) = /y(Sq2’)x(sqZ”+*‘) mod J, where J is the left ideal generated by {,y(Sqj)lj > 
a + r + 27). x(Sq*‘)x(Sq*“‘*‘) = x(Sq2U+2’Sq2+), and Sq20+2rSq2r is an admissible 
sequence in A. The Adem relation for Sq4’Sqzu reads 
=x (2( 
i 
U - ;‘i- 1 + j) sq2u+2~+jsq2r-j~ 
Lemma 10 shows that the smallest possible nonzero value of j for which 
( 2(c7-r)-l+j 2j > f Ois j = 2is,so Sp4TSq2" = Sq20+2TSq*7 + x sqjfsq4r+*~-il, I 
where j, z 2a + 27 + 2’5. I claim 2a + 27 + 2’s > a + u + 27. For, this is equivalent to the 
inequality u + 2’s > (Y. But a = 2’1+ . . . + 24 + a, with i,, . . . is-, < is, hence the result. 
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THEOREM 12. Let & X, denote the k-fold tensor product of X, with itself. Then 
k 
@ X’ = lim @‘. 
& 
Proof. We conclude from 8(b) that if 2’ - 2q-” < i < 2q, then x(Sq’)* I M(2”)* is 
zero in dimensions -2”” + 1 + j, j < n. For if 2” - 2q-” < 24, a(i) 2 n. Suppose now 
that is - iI-, > n V s > l( and iz > n. Then I claim the diagram 
M(2’9* @ . . . @ M(29* @ M(2’s”)* @ . . . @ M(2’k+‘)* : M(CY + (+)* 
I 
I @ 1 @ . . . 1 @ x(s$“+‘)* 0. . . @ x(sq”“+‘)* 
I 
xW”)* 
M(2”)* 0.. . @ M(2’“)* 
W 
’ M(a)* 
commutes in all dimensions -2c~ -2a + k + j, j < n. 
All terms with 2~ - 2’sml*’ 5 t < 2a are zero, in our range. For, if t 2 2~ - 2’5-1+‘, we 
find 2rr - t I 2’$-1+‘, and 5 (2ilc’ -jr) 5 2is-~f’. By Proposition 9(a), all terms with 
l=s 
j, > 2’1” are zero, so we obtain 2if+’ -jr 5 2kl*‘, or j, 2 2’1+’ - 2’7.1” > 2’1+’ - 2’1”~“. If 
t < 2a, this means that for some 1, we have 2’1” - 2il+‘-” < jr < 2”“, and applying the 
above remark, ,y(S4’4)*IM(2’l+‘)* = 0 in the stated range. Thus, we may assume that 
t < 2c - 2i,V’+‘. We consider a term x(Sq’l)* 0.. . @ x(Sq’k)*, with ,i, j, < 2u - 2’5 1-l. 
S-l 
This gives C j, > 2is-l+’ > 2’1 + . . . + 2is-‘, so j, > 2’1 for some 1. By Proposition 9(a), this 
I=' 
shows that the diagram commutes in the given range, 
Define a functor qck’ from %’ (k) to the category of A-modules on objects by 
‘P’“‘(i,, . . . ) 1,) = zh+’ M(2”)” 0. . @ ZZiki’ M(2’1)*, and on morphisms by ‘I”k’(f) = 
I@.. .l @ x(Sq2’s+‘)* @ . . . @x(Sq2”+‘j*, where f is the unique morphism I + 1, + 1. 
The verification that this is a functor is similar to that for @,lk’ and we omit it. It is also 
k 
readily verified that lim Yck’ = @ Xl, for %“’ embeds cofinally in the category 9”’ of 
I’ll 
all k-tuples of non-negative integers, with maps I +J if 1~ J, and 6 Xl = !i$ qck’, 
d 
where $‘k’ is an extension of *‘k’ to .%Jck). 
Given I E ob(%‘k’), let q(1) min (i, - ix__,, il) + k. Define @‘I by @(I) = 
s=Z.....k 
6k(IY{~I dim (x) 2 q(1)}, and the induced maps from @“‘. q(1) increases as I does, so 
we find lim ~6’~’ = lim atk’. But p provides a natural transformation fi: Y”‘+ 6’“‘. by the 
I’41 ,‘liI 
commutativity of the diagram (*). Moreover, fi(Z) induces an isomorphism through 
dimension q(l), hence we are done. a 
Given I E ~b(%?~‘), define the category %‘k’(l) to be the full subcategory of %‘k’ 
on the objects 2’ . I, where I is regarded as a sequence of integers. Define a functor r 
from Ceck’ to the category of left A-modules by T(Z) = lim @‘k’. l? is defined on 
@‘(I) 
morphisms in the obvious was. Clearly, I:$ r = I,:$ ack’. 
PROPOSITION 13. Let p(Z) = 2” + . . . + 2’“. Then r(l) = X, ,,,. 
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Proof. (I) is the inverse limit of the system 
. . 
which IS X,,,,. 0 
$2. EXT.GROUPS 
In this section, we will calculate certain of the groups Ext,*(Z/2; Xi), where Xi are 
the inverse limit modules defined in the previous section. Recall that the A-algebra[l] 
is the differential bigraded algebra on generators {A,} in bidegree (1, n), subject to the 
relations A,A, = C 
by d(A,) =C (” 
*___,* , s , , 2s+l+j, for t > 2s, and with differential given 
quote from [2, lo]: 
PROPOSITION 1. A/(AO,...., Ak_,) is an El-term for the Adams spectral sequence 
converging to ~,“(ll(k)), where (A,, . . . , Ak_,) denotes the left ideal of A generated by 
(Ao, . * . , A~_;). Moreover, a map B(2k)+Ck(B(k) which induces right multiplication by 
x(Sq2&) on cohomology induces the boundary map in the short exact sequence of 
E,-terms 
1‘12k-I 
o-, A/&,, . . . , hk-,) -_A/(Ao, . . . , Azt-z)‘A(AO, . . . , &k-I) + 0. 
A sequence hi, . . . Ai, is said to be admissible if 2i, zz is+, Vs. Admissible sequences 
form a basis for A. Brown and Gitler[2] prove that a bases for A(AO,. . . , A,) is given 
by all admissible sequences Ai, . . . Ai, with ik * t. The following lemma is a minor 
extension of a result of Brown (see [lo]). Let I = (i,, . . . , i,) be an admissible sequence, 
let l(1) = i,, and let d(I) = i, +. . . + i,. 
. . 
PROPOSITION 2. (a) d(A,) = Ai + 2 AIS, where I= :,;, . . . , ;) if i,, . . . , i, are all 
s 
. 
(b) hjA,=Ai,+CAIS, where&= 
s 
i,$ ,..., i,j+$+$+ . . . +$) 
if i,, . . . , 40 ir are all even, 4 = 0 otherwise, and l(I,) = F+ j. 
Proof. We assume both results proven for sequences of length 1, and prove it for 
sequences of length 1+1. Thus, consider d(Ai, . . . hi,+,) = 
d(Ai,)Ai? . . * Ai,,, + Aid(Ah . . . Ai,,,). If i,, . . . 9 i,+, are all even, we obtain using the formula 
for the differential, 
d(*i,*b * * * Ai,+,) 
(i,/Z)-I 
= hCi,/2)Ati,/2) - l Ai, . . . Ai,+, + C 
i,- j 
j=i ( > B 
XA ,,$,rsA~r,/z,+l+s A iz * . * Ai,+, + Ai, d(“b . . * Ai,_,)* 
The inductive hypothesis guarantees that the latter two summations are a sum of 
terms A,,. with /(I,) < ; + . . . + y - 1. The inductive hypothesis also shows that A~~,,~)_, 
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Ai, . . . hi,+, = 
This proves (a) sequences of length 
. 
.+(i,+,,2)+l + C A,, where /(I,) <: + $+ . . . 
_ _ 
+!$L 1. 
. 
1 + 1; (b) follows similarly. n 
COROLLARY 3. Ail elements AI E A/(&, . . . , hk_Jr with d(l) < 2k + 2, are cycles. 
We now compute Ext;‘(Z/2, X,), i odd, for t - s 5 0. 
PROPOSITION 4. ExtX*(Z/2, Xi) s lim Ext3k,*(Z/2, Z”+“M(2’i>*) 
Proof. Proceed as in [S], Lemma 2.2, dualizing and converting the problem to one 
involving Tor and lim. n 
Let Bf = {*} U {(iI,. . . , i,), i, > 0, i, > (j/2)- 11 i, + . . . + i, = j}. We define a map 
‘i 
Bij-----* B; by (i,, . . . , iJ+(i,/2) . . , (i//2) if i,, . . 
otherwise, * + *. Let & = lim (Bkqj: izqj). 
. , il are all even, (i,, . . . , i,) + * 
THEOREM 5. (a) Ext>‘(Z/2, Xi) = 0 for t - s < 0. 
(b) Exty(Z/2, Xi) G 2/2[8,‘]7 for t - s = 0, where 2/2[8,“3 denotes the free 
Z/2-vector space on Bt subject to the relation * = 0. 
(c) Let ho E Extf;‘(Z/2,2/2) be a generator. Then the Z/2[h,+module structure on 
Exty(Z/2, Xi) is given by ho* (2i,, . . . , 2iJ = (i,, . . . , i,, i, +. . . + i,). 
Proof. (a) Let Y A/(&, . . . , A,) denote the suspension of the module h/(A,,, . . . , A,) 
with**respect to the second degree. By Propositions 1 and 4, we may compute 
Ext, (Z/2, Xi) as the inverse limit of the system 
H*(Z-2’A/(A,, . . . , hi-l)) A H,(Z-4’A/(Ao, . . . , Azi-1)) A 
where a denotes the boundary map in the short exact sequence of left DG A-modules 
xhZ’+‘i-I 
O+ Z2Sf’i-’ A/(Ao, 9 . a 7 Azsi-l)- C-*‘+“A/(A,,, . . . , A25+l;_2) 
+ C-2’+2iA/(Ao, . . . , A2s+li-I)+ 0 
The boundary map a is computed by lifting a cycle in A/(Ao, . . . , A,%+l-,) to a chain 
in A/(A,,, . . . ,A 2Vi~i_2)r computing its boundary, and reading off the coefficient of Az~-~;_,. 
In negative dimensions, Proposition 2(a) shows that the map a is zero; hence, the 
inverse limit is zero in negative dimensions, which corresponds to Ext”4’(Z/2, Xi) 
t - s < 0. (b) is proved in the same way, using Corollary 3 and Proposition 2(a). 5(c) is 
obtained from Proposition 2(b). 
COROLLARY 6. Ext? (Z/2, Xi) is a free Z/2[h,,]-module. 
83. Ext;*(Z/2; fi*(RP” A . . h RP”)) 
In this section, we’ll prove that fi*(WP”) is a direct summand of X, as an A-module, 
hence that fi*( A RP”) = 6 G*(RP”) is a summand of & X,, where A aBP’ denotes the 
k-fold smash product of IWP” with itself. 
Given a left A-module M, define a left-A-module structure on M* = 
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Horn&V; Z/2) by Sq’(f)(x) = f(X(Sq’)x). Given a spectrum X, we give H,(X) a 
left-A-module structure by identifying it with (H*(X))*. 
PROPOSITION 1. (a) The map A + A&W”) defined by CY --, LY ’ .fzi, where f*’ is dual 
.to xzi, factors through A/A(x(Sq’), j > 2’-‘) = M(2’-‘). 
(b) The diagram 
~*(wP”) o-a.3’ 
- Y’M(2’-‘) 
1 ff +Ux(sqz’) 
C-2’+‘W2i) 
Proof. (a) follows from the instability condition on the Steenrod squares. 
(b) follows since x(Sq2’). f2j+’ = _f*‘. n 
We thus obtain a map from the direct limit of the system 
XWi) 
Y’M(2’_‘) _II__, ~_2i+1 M(2i) x’sqz’+” s-2i+2M(2i-l) , 
to fi,(U%P”). The direct limit of the system above is XT by 01. Dualizing we obtain a 
map A*(WP”) -L Xi. By taking maps from Zc-2”’ M(2’q) + fi,(RP”), with 
Ly+ff*x -"+lq, we obtain maps f4: fi*(WP”)+ X,. We now examine fl more carefully. 
Recall the coaction map C: fi*(RP”)+ fi*(RP”) @ A*, from [ 11 or 121. C is defined 
by C(x) = C x” @ 6, multiplicativity and the convention &, = 1. The dual to the map 
A + H,(RP’), LY + (Y . _f”, is the composite 
@*(RP”) &, rf* (RP”) @ A* <““‘@ld , A*, 
where (,) denotes evaluation. We thus obtain 
PROPOSITION 2. rqofl(x) = &, where mq. * Xl + x2’ M(2q-‘)* is the projection from the 
inverse system. Hence f’(x) = 6, where 5 is defined in Proposition 1.7. 
Proof. r0 of’(x) is the coefficient of x2’ in (x), which is 5,. n 
PROPOSITION 3. fl is a split injection as a map of A-modules. 
Proof. We define a section s: Xl +A*(RP”) as follows: recall (Proposition 1.7) 
that Xl is generated as an algebra by an element [ in dimension 1. Xl is non- 
associative; its associative quotient is fi*(RP”), since the map which sends any 
monomial in f of length n to xn is an algebra map. Moreover, the A-module structure 
on Xl is determined by the fact that Sq’t = e2, and the Cartan formula. Now, these 
conditions force s to be an A-module map. To see that s ofI = id, we use the fact that 
f,(x) = &, s(t) = x, so s of, is a self-map of k*(RP”) which is an isomorphism on 
l?‘(WP”). It is an easy verification that such a map must be an isomorphism. n 
COROLLARY 4. (Proved in [LX]). Ext;‘(Z/2, fi*(RP”)) = 0 for t - s < 0. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 3. 
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COROLLARY 5. fi*( A WP’) is a direct summund of &l X,: Extl,'(I/?-: H* 
k 
( A WPx)) = 0 for t - s < 0. 
Proof. The first statement is clear; & f, and $$ s produce the inclusion and section. 
The second is proved using Propositions 1.12 and 1.13, which show that & X, may be 
expressed as an inverse limit of modules X,,,,. Theorem 2.5 shows that 
Ext,\‘(Z/2, X,,,,) = 0 for t - s < 0, hence so does lim Ext>‘(Z/?. X0,,,). The same proof 
(ll.1 
as that for Proposition 2.4 gives the result. a 
COROLLARY 6. ExtY (Z/2,& Q*(RP”)) ’ IS a free module ouer z/2[h,l. 
Proof. Apply Corollary 2.6. m 
94. PRODUCTS 
From 1.5, we have pairings pLI: M(k)* @ M(I)* + M(k + I)*, which induce pairings 
Ext,(Z/2, M(k)*) @ Ext,(Z/2, M(I)*)+Ext,(Z/2, M(k + I)*). There is [S] a canonical 
isomorphism Ext,(Z/2, M(k)*) = Ext,(M(k); z/2), and the pairings can equally well be 
induced from the map M(k + I)+M(k) @ M(1) which takes i to i @ i. In this section, we 
will produce sufficient information about these pairings for our purposes. According to 
Propositions 2.1,2.2 and Corollary 2.3, a basis for Ext”A’(M(k); z/2), where t - s I 2k + 1, 
is given by all admissible sequences AI, l(1) > k - 1, d(1) = t - s, and the length of I is s. 
We recall from [2] that a resolution of M(k) is given by A @ (A/(&, . . . , he,)*), 
where * denotes Z/2-dual, together with a boundary map 6(h;) = 5 A;(hiAj)X(Sqlc')h;. 
Here h; denotes the dual to AI in the basis dual to the basis of 
admissible monomials for h/(A,, . . . , Ak_,). Ext,(M(k); Z/2) is filtered by the 
sequence of differential groups F, L A/(A,,, . . . , Ak_,), F,,, = Span{A[, I(I) 5 t}. 
Consider the short exact sequences 0 -2, + A -M(k)+O. Z, is generated by 
{x(Sq’), i > k}. We have natural inclusions Z ,+, c Z,, induced by the maps M(t + l)+ 
M(t), and obtain a composition series for Z,. 
PROPOSITION 1. Zr/Zt+, = A/A{,y(Sq’), 2j > t + 1) = M ([?I). 
Proof. Immediate from the definitions and the Adem relations, n 
This filtration provides a filtration {G,} on Ext;“(M(k): S/2) by G, = 
Ker(Exta+‘(M(k); Z/2)+ Ext.;+‘(M(t); Z/2) = Ext,,‘(Z,; Z/2). 
PROPOSITION 2. The filtrations F, and G, coincide. 
Proof. The map M(t)+ M(k) induces the projection map h/(A,, . . , Ak-,)-f 
MA,,..., A,_,) on &-terms. The kernel is F,. a 
Remark. In dimensions < 2k + 1, a basis for Ext,(M(k); Z/2) is given by the 
admissible sequences A,, f(I) z k, by Corollary 2.3. 
We propose to analyze the pairings by considering the following diagram of exact 
sequences 
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0 0 
1 f I 
z k+/ - M(k)@4 
I r-i@i I 
A---------, M(k) 0 A 
I i-i@i 1 
M(k + I) _ M(k) 0 M(1) 
I I 
0 0 
where we must define f as follows: f(x(Sq'H = ~,xGq'-i) 0 x(Sq'), 
for j>k+I. /yLsq’-i) = 0 for i < 1, since j>k+l, so f makes 
the diagram commute. Note also that f(x(Sqk"+")) = i2F+, y(Sqk+'+s-i) @ x(Sq’) since 
XC% ‘+ltAei) = 0 in M(k) for i c I+ s. We conclude that the filtration Z, is preserved, 
i.e. f(Z,) c M(k) @ Z,_I;, and further that the induced map f: Z,/Z,+, + 
M(k) @ (Z,_,/Z,_,+,) is defined by f((x(Sq'+')) = ,y(Sqk) @ x(SqJek"). Identifying 
Z,/Z,+, and Z,-k/Z,-k+l with M([F)] and M([ r-i + ‘1) respectively, we obtain 
t+l 
the map A4 2 
([ 1) 
-M(k)OM([‘-;+l]), i --$ ,y(Sq ‘) @ i. We conclude 
PROPOSITION 3. The pairing Ext,*(M(k); Z/2) @ Ext,*(M(l); Z/2) + 
Ext,.,*(M(k + I); Z/2) preserves the filtration F,, i.e., ExtA*(M(k); Z/2) @ F, C Fr+k. 
PROPOSITION 4. The diagonal map M ([~])-M(k)OM([t-:+l]), obtained 
from Z,/Z,+, + M(k) @ Zr_k/Z,_k+l, is the composite 
where fi is the usual diagonal map. 
The following is an easy diagram chase: 
PROPOSITION 5. The identification Z,/Z,+, s M is dual to the identification 
Al(Ao.. . . , 
t-1 
A,) z F,+,IF, via A1 + AlA,, where s = 2 c 1 . 
PROPOSITION 6. In dimensions <2k+21+ 1, the pairing Ext,(M(k); 
Z/2)@ F,_,IF,-+F,+,_,/F, satisfies 
where x(Sq’) denotes the map Ext,(x(Sqk); z/2). 
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COROLLARY 7. ~(h?,, . . . Azi<_, @ Ai,_i,- .,_i,_,) is expressible as Ai, . . . AiT + C A,!, I, < 
f 
(i,, . . . , i,). Here, ATi, . . . Azis_, represents an element in Ext,4(M(i, + . . . + i,-,): Z/2), and 
Ai,-i,-,,,-iY_, an element in Ext.\ 
that I is less than J in the lexicographic ordering from the right, i.e., 
I <.I if i, < j, or (i,, . . . , i,_,> <(j,, . . . , js_,). 
Proof. According to Proposition 6, the product can be written as 
x(S4 &*. .+k)Azi, . . I Azi,_,Ais + ): A,, . Ais, /(If) < i,_,. x(Sqi’+‘. ‘ik)A?i, . . . Azi,_, = hi, . . . AiT_, 
by Proposition 2.2, and if !(I,) < ir_,, If U {i,} < (i,, . . . , i,). 
COROLLARY 8. Every element in Ext”A’(M(k); Z/2) f - s < 2k + 1, s > j, is expressible 
US u sum of products pi,,j,(ai, @ ail), i, + j, = k. 
55. MAPS BETWEEN CLASSIFYING SPACES 
In this section we’ll show that all elements in Exty(Z/2,@ 8*(RP”)) 
are obtained as sums of images of j@...@ 
j E Extj4’(Z/2, &*(BZ/2)) @ . . . @ Extj;‘(Z/2, fi*(BZ/2)), under maps induced by 
Zl2’-+Z/2X...XZ/2. 
Recall from Proposition 1.8 that the map M(2”>* 0. . . @ M(2’“)* is an isomor- 
phism in dimensions - 2Q + s + j, Q = C 2”, 
. . . 
where ] < min(l,, i2 - 1, . . . , i, - i,_,). 
I 
Consequently, we may form the composite s 0.. . @ s 0 p-‘: XzQ M(Q)* + 
&)I;I*(RP”)/M, where M is the submodule of elements of degree 5 
s + min (i,, iz - i,, . . . , i, - i,_J. We wish to compute the image under this map of 
classes p*(a), (Y E Extjq’(Z/2, M(k,)*)@ . . . @ Ext>‘(Z/2, M(k,)*), k, + . . . + k, = Q. 
By Corollary IV.8, these classes span Ext4A4(Z/2, M(Q)*). 
PROPOSITION 1. Consider the elements Azk E Ext)4’(z/2; M(k)*). Azk = cpk*(j), where 
(pk:fi*(RP”)+ M(k)*, $?k = rkofkr fk is as in $3, and mk: xk -j M(k)* is the projection, 
and j is the l-dimensional element which represents the stable j-homomorphism (see 
1141). 
Proof. Azk is defined by the condition that it detects x(Sq’k”) on the fundamental 
class. The j-homomorphism is defined by the requirement that, in the extension 
OcZ/2tX+fi*(RP”)tO represented by j, Sq’(i) = xl-‘, i > 1, Sq’i = 0, where i is 
the generator for 2/2, and X is the total module represented by j. Dualizing, we find 
that x(Sq’)(d’-‘) = i, where - denotes dual basis element. In particular, x(Sq’“+‘) 
(a2’) = [ and the fundamental class in M(k) has ffzk as image. [7 
PROPOSITION 2. Consider the power series cp = TX xl’ @ ej, let d,(n) E Z/2 be the 
image of the coeficient of xy in (p” under the Z/2 iineur map with 5” -+ 1, VL~. Then 
Cy,(n) = 0 for suficiently large 1, unless y = 2’ for some j. 
n 
Proof. Note that $&n) is the coefficient of x’ly in the power series . Let 
9 = c x”. Then $ satisfies the polynomial $‘+ 4 +x = 0. Now we claim 4” = 
,=O 
fn(x)JI + g,(x), where f, and g, are polynomials in x. Inductively, if 4”-’ = fn_,Q + g,_l, 
then I+Y = fn_,($ + X) + g,. ,$ = (fn_, + g,_,)$ + xf”_,_ The only nonzero coefficients in 
$ are the coefficients of x”, hence if y = i 2”1, we pick t s.t. 2”“’ - 2”“’ > deg fn, and 
,=l 
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2 uj+’ > deg g,, the coefficient of x”~ is zero. The hypotheses of the theorem guarantee 
that the dyadic expansion contains at least two entries. a 
We need some combinatorial lemmas concerning dyadic expansions. Let v(n) 
denote the 2-adic valuation of n, and let cu(n) denote the number of ones in the dyadic 
expansion of n. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose $ 2’1 = n. Then 
i=l 
/.Li L V(n) + (Y(n)- k, 
Proof. We will proceed by induction on k, 
Consider n - 2“‘. If CL, h o(n), we are done, 
i=l ,..‘, k. 
and suppose that CL, I p2 I . . . 5 j&.. 
since k must be greater than o(n), 
a(n) being the minimal number of ones in any expression for n as a sum of powers of 
two. If not. 
v(n - 2”‘) = /A,, (Y(n - 2”) = a(n) - I + v(n) - /A,. 
Now, $ 2’1 = n - 2’1 is an expression involving k - 1 summands on the left, hence the 
i=2 
inductive hypothesis applies. Thus, 
pi 2 v(n - 2’1) + cw(n - 2”‘) -(k - I), i = 2,. . . , k. 
We get 
= a(n) + v(n) - k, i = 2,. . . , k. 
Unless p, z v(n), we must have CL, = cab, otherwise we would have v(I: 2’i) = 
I*, f v(n). Thus, CL, 2 a(n) + v(n) - k also. The case pi 2 v(n) was dealt with above, 
and the case k = I is trivial. H 
PROPOSITION 4. Let n be a positive integer, with dyadic expansion II = 2 2$ 
q=l 
0 5 i, 5 . . . 5 i,. Let j, < jz < . . . < j, be a sequence of positive integers, with j, =z 
i,, j, 2 i,. Let $ 2”~ = n, 0 5 a, 5 az 5 . . . I ak, with k I a(n)+ A, where A= 
i=l 
min{i, - j, 1 i, - j, z+ 0). Let Sri, = {jljr<cxj(jr+,}. Then ,Fs 2”o=4z0 2i~, QI C_{l,..., 
0)), C%+, = {j/jr < ij 5 j,+,}. (Conventionally, we let j0 = -i,) ’ 
Proof. Induction on k. Since (Y, I i ,, we have a(n - 2”‘) = a(n) + i, - a, - 1. Let Ii,‘} 
denote the set of exponents occurring in the dyadic expansion of n - 2”‘, arranged in 
increasing order. We note that if we set J = max{j”I jr 5 i,}, we must have LY, 1 J, for if 
not.~(n-20L~)~~(n)+i,-J-1~~(n)+A-1~k-1,sowecouldnotexpressn-2”’ 
as $ 2”~. Let A’ = min{i,’ - jl./i,’ - jv 2 0). I 
,=? 
claim k - 1 5 cu(n - 2”‘) + A’. For, 
A’ = min (cy, - J, .4), and 
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a(n-2u~)+~=a(n)+i,-cr,-1+Arcu(n)+~~-11k-l, 
a(n -2"')+ a\ -J= a(n)+ i,- a1 - 1+ at -J 
=cy(n)+i,-J-lrcr(n)+h--lrk-1. 
Hence the hypothesis of the proposition applies to the situation i 2”l = n - 2”a. 
i=? 
Applying the inductive hypothesis, we obtain the result. The case k = 1 is again trivial. 
n 
DEFINITION 5. Let n 2 0, k 2 0. Let L&(k) = {(i,, . . . , iJ0 5 i, c: . . . s iL, X2’? = n}. 
If n,+... + n, = n, there is a natural map 
k,+, y+,,=, 3,,(k) x . . . x %Jk) + R(k), 
obtained by shufling the entries so as to obtain an increasing 
9,(O) as being the l-point set. 
sequence. We regard 
PPROPOSITION 6. Let n, {i,}, {j,}, A, Qn S, be as in Proposition 4, and suppose 
k < a(n) + A. Let ni = C 2;4. Then the map A: U 
4EQi k,+. .-k,=k 
9_(k,) x . . . x %,(k,) -f %(k) 
is bijectiue. 
Proof. We produce an inverse for A. Given an element of 9,,(k), applying 
Proposition 4, we send ((Y,, . . . ,ak) to the r-tUpk (,,cS 2”0, 2 l?, . I . , 2 2”“), with 
DE.72 VES, 
the (Y’S in increasing order. Call the resulting map A-“. Aoh-’ is clearly the identity; 
we must show that A-‘oh is the identity. Consider {(a/, . . . , a:,), (cr,‘, . . . , a:!), . . . . 
((Y,r,. . . , a;,)} E 5&‘(k,) x . . . x 9,,(k,). Note that C a(n,) = a(n), so k, - a(n,) % k - 
a(n) < v(n,)- j,-,, so we find j,-, < c~(n~)+ v(n,)- kt, and by Proposition 3, CK,’ > j,_, 2 
a:;!,. But now by the definition of A-‘, A-’ 0 A = id. n 
Let (2 X2’ @I 8’)” = c xi @I Ci(n). (This defines Ci(n) E A*; ei(n) is the reduction of 
c;(n) under the map which takes each f” to 1.) 
PROPOSITION 7. Let {j”}b=, be a sequence as in Proposition 6, let the dyadic 
expansion of i be i 2”~, and suppose (Yk 5 j,. Suppose :I is defined as in Proposition 6, 
,=I 
n < a(i) + A, and define i, = C 2”(~, Qv = (p/j,_, < CY~ 5 j,}. (jO again set to - I .) Then 
l)E Q, 
ci(n) = 
.,+,~.,=, (n,, _ “. ,n,) ci1(n1) . ’ . cij(nf)e 
Proof. By the definition of ci(n), 
Ci( n) = 
?“,+ .z “=, D“k. _” (1) 
We adopt the conventions co(O) = 1, c&n) = 0 for n > 0, and .$ = I. On the other hand, 
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Ci,(nl). . . ci,(nf) = F q v CL,,3 (2) 
where Y = {a,, ( sf?, 2~ = i,}. 
Given a monomial fi ,& define m, = #{jl ai = r). Then the monomial fi s,$ occurs 
s=l r=I 
in sum (1) with coefficient 
( 
n 
ml,. . . , m, > 
9 where q is sufficiently large that 2”‘q > i. 
Define m,’ = {jlaj, = r}. Then the coefficient of v n &,, in sum (2) is fl (m,, ” 
5 I 1 . . . 7 
,;). 
But, by Propositions 3 and 6, rn: = m, for jl-, < r 5 j,, m,’ = 0 otherwise. Thus, 
nf 
, . . * 7 
,:) = “f;; . .,n/! = “$ * . n,!_ 
m,’ ! mi ! 
r i=l i=l 
n n! I 
But 
n. = so the quotient of the coefficients is = 
ml,. . . , m, m,!...m,! n,!. . . n,! 
n 
m 
n1,. . ., n, 1. 
At this point, we let y = 2@ + . . . + 2@k be the dyadic expansion of y. Recall from 
Proposition 1.8 that we have the map cc-‘: M(y)* + Zkf(2@1)* 0. . . @ ~kf(2~“)*/ T’,where T 
denotes the submodule of elements of degree r-27 + k + A, A = min (PI, pz - PI,. . . , 
Pk - Pk_,), defined to be the inverse to cc_: M(2@1)* @ . . . @ M(2@k)* + M(y)* in the range 
where that map is an isomorphism. Composing this map with s @ . . . @ s, s defined as in 
k 
the proof of Proposition 3.3, we obtain a map Zzy M(y)* + @ k*(RP”)/$, where 2 is the 
submodule of elements of degree rk + A. Now suppose that y = i yi, we wish to study 
i=l 
the map 
: C*YM(y)* + &*(RP”)/$ 
Suppose the dyadic expansion of yi isC 2”11. We will apply Proposition 4, with j, = p,. 
i 
LEMMA 8. Lef Ai = min(min {aij - p, 1 ctij - p, 2 0}, min {Cuij}), UtZd suppose 2 a(n) 5 
c~(y)+A. Then ASAi+,(y:;+.. 
i 
. + dYr) - (y(Y). 
Proof. Let Q,’ = {jl p,-, < “ii s /3,}. Applying Proposition 4, we see that 2@1 =
C j51, 2”l~. By Proposition 3, mm rt~t~ {aij} 2 p, + 1 - #( 7 0,‘). NOW, #( U Q,‘) - 1 5 
, 
cr(-yJ + . . . + cx(y,> - (Y(Y), since (I + . . . + a(~,)- a(y) = I: (#( U Q,‘)- l), and all 
r I 
terms are non-negative, since 2@1 =C 2 2”‘i. 
1 EQ, 
This gives 
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min EiJ {CYij} 2 PI - a(~,)- a(-~?)-...- a(-y,)+ a(y) 
I , 
mjn z$ iaij - PI-J 2 Pt - PI-~ - a(rJ - at-e) - . . . - a(~,) + a(y) 
I 
z A - a(y,> - a(yJ - . . . - a(y,> + a(y). 
SO m:nrn:n {(Yij-P~_~)rA-~(y,)-a(y*)-... - (x(y,) + a(y), and A, z min min min 
i 1 jEQ, 
{aij - pt-l}, which gives the result. a 
LEMMA 9. If C a(n) > a(y)+ A, the map p: M(yf)* 0.. . @ M(y,)*+M(y)* is 
identically zero in dimensions - 2y + a(r) + A, 1 5 A. 
Proof. The nonzero element of lowest dimension in M(x)* occurs in dimension 
-2-r + ar(yi). In the tensor product, the lowest dimensional nonzero element occurs in 
dimension-22 yi+Zcr(yi)=-2y+I:a(yi)>-2y+cr(y)+A. n 
LEMMA 10. Let n, + . . . + n, < a(y) + A. Then 
/.dc,,(n,) 0 . . . 0 c,,h)) 
where yj.” = c . 2% 
lEQ/ 
Proof. This formula is just the product of the formulae of Proposition 7. We must 
only verify that we are in a range of dimensions where the formulae are valid. We 
note that c,(n) = 0 for n < (Y(Y). The left hand side of the expression is zero if 
ni < a(n) for some i. SO is the right hand side, since ni = i ny’, a(~;) = $ a(~:~‘), and 
j=l j=l 
fli < cw(yi) 3 $ nl”< $ a(~\“) * nl”< cw(yj”) for some i,j. Consequently we may 
j=l j=l 
consider nl, . . . , n, with ni 1 a(n) Vi. This implies n; < (Y(Y)+ A- C a(yj), since 
j+i 
C. ni < a(y)+ A by hypothesis. Lemma 9 asserts that the 1.h.s. is zero when 
C a(n) > a(y)+ A. The r.h.s. is zero, its terms are in the image of p: CZyl 
kf(y,)* @ . . . @ C2Y~M(yr)* also. We assume ni < a(y) + A - 1 a(n) and Z a(n) 5 
a(y)+A. This gives nisa(y)+A-C Lu(yj)=(Y(yi)+(Y(y)+A-C(Y(yj)~cY(yi)+Ai, 
by Lemma 8, using the notation of Lemma 8. This is the range in which Proposition 7 
holds. n 
The map CL-‘: C?Y M(y)* + X2’ & M(2Yl)*/ T 
i=l 
is defined by 
5”+P,(5”)0.. . @PAS(l), where P,(F) = n 5?, PO = 0. We find that 
P,-,<isP, 
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(3) 
We let c,,(n) be as in Proposition 2. We recall from Proposition 2 that &,(n) = 0 
for I sufficiently large, unless y is a power of 2. Since we are considering a map from 
&fi*(RP”) to the inverse limit of the x2’+’ (A4(2’y))*, we may multiply all the yy)‘s by 
power of two and not alter the composite s 0. . . @ s 0 p-l. We obtain 
LEMMA Il. The composite map 6 k*(RF)+ &*(WP”) is the zero map unless 
yy’ is a power of two for all i,j. 
To evaluate the map when all the yy)‘s are powers of two, we again quote 
Proposition 2 which asserts that &,(n) = 1 for 1 sufficiently large if y is a power of 
two. Let (pq denote the composite rq of,, where f, is defined in 93, and oh’s: X, +C““’ 
M(q)* is the projection. By the results of 03, ~Jx”) = c,(n), and S 0 cpzl(x”) = 
C:i(n)x”, in the range of dimensions where X, = C”” M(2’)*. If we now evaluate 
so.. . @ s 0 p-’ 0 p(cp,, 0.. . @ cp,,), using formula (3), we obtain 
where a/ = 0 if y!” = 0, ay) = 1 otherwise. 
Now consider the map +: 6 a*(RP”)+& fi*(WP”), Xi+ Z!I czjxi, and extended 
multiplicatively 
Hence, the maps are equal, in the range where & s 0 p 
Theorem 1.12, we obtain 
j=, 
’ 0 &$ qr is defined. By 
COROLLARY 12. All classes in Exty(Zl2; 6 I?(RP”)) are obtained as sums of classes 
f*(& j), where f*: 6 &*@I’“) is induced by a map of groups Zzk + Zzr, and j is the 
image of the unique l-dimensional class in Extk’(Z/Z, H*(RP”)) corresponding to A~’ in 
Ext>‘(Z/2, X,), in Exti’(Z/Z, H*(RP”)) 
Proof. For the map $ described above is induced by the map Zzk + Z?‘, Xj --, C CY/X,. 
Corollary 4.8 and Corollary 3.5 show that all classes arise as sums of classes obtained 
in this way. q 
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86. THE BURNSIDERING 
Recall from[6] the definition of the Burnside ring A(G) of a finite group G. We will 
be interested in the case G = (Z/2)“, so we restrict ourselves to that case. Recall that 
there is an augmentation A(G)+ Z, defined on generators [G/K] by [G/K] + / GIKI. 
Let I be the kernel of this augmentation, and let J = 2. A(G) + I. We filter A(G) by the 
powers of J. Consider also the stable cohomotopy ring r:(BG U pt). By this we mean 
inverse limit cohomotopy over finite skeleta, and it may be filtered by Adams 
filtration, i.e. 1, = {f: X:” (BG U it) -+ SN If lifts n stages in the Adams resolution of S”}. 
To say f lifts m stages means that there are compatible lifts on all finite skeleta of 
BG U pt. Note that I,& C I,+,, so we obtain an associated graded ring. 
PROPOSITION 1. Segal’s map A(G) + n,‘(BG U pt) is a filtration preserving mup if 
A(G) is given the J-adic filtration and ?r,:(BG U pt) is filtered by {I,,}. Consequently, it 
induces a map on associated graded rings. 
Proof. The augmentation A(G) + Z is also the projection A(G)-, rr,‘(BG U 
pt)+ gp(S’) = Z. Consequently, I, consists of those maps which have even degree on 
the bottom cell. J thus maps into I,, which shows that J’ maps into 1,, hence the 
result. n 
We will show that the map is an isomorphism of graded rings. 
PROPOSITION 2. In the Adums spectral sequence for T,*(RP^ A . . A R P”), E2 = E, 
for t - s = 0. 
Proof. We consider Al(A,, . . . , hk_,), which is an El-term for n,(B(k)). We claim 
that all generators in dimensions 2k, 2k + 1 are infinite cycles. This is proved for 
dimension 2k in [IO]; one need only observe that the argument can be applied to an 
arbitrary admissible sequence, not only Azl. In dimension 2k + 1, note that if d(I) = 
2k + I, I = (ii,. . . , i,), then hf = aAzl, 21= (2i,, . . . , 24), and a is the boundary map in 
the short exact sequence 0 + h(Ao, . . . , Ak_,)- '*"-' A/(A,, . . . , Ax-,) + A/O,, . . . , A2k-1) + 
0 of El-terms. The results of [IO] show that this boundary map is induced by a map of 
spectral sequences, then, since Azr is an infinite cycle, so is A,. 
Let us consider elements x, y in ExtY(Z/2,& R*(RP”)) and Exty+’ 
(Z/2, & G*(RP”)), with d,y = x. By [8, Lemma 2.31, these elements are represented by 
elements in lim Ext>*(Z/?I, fi*(RP’“l) @ . . . @ l?*(WP”k)). By the results of 91-03, we 
obtain a composite 
k”(RP”‘l) 0,. .@ ~(BBP”“)~C?NM(ni)-,~*(iwP’nI)O.. . @ti*(RP”t), 
for some N, which carries x and y injectively to Ext>*(Z/2, fi*(RP”l) @ . . . @ l?(Iw P”‘r)). 
This would force a nonzero differential in B(N), since the first map is induced by a map of 
spaces, which contradicts the above. a 
We first need more information about A(G). Recall that as a group, A(G) is the 
free abelian group on symbols [G/K], where K runs through the conjugacy classes of 
subgroups of G. 
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PROPOSITION 3. [G/K,][G/K,] =‘GIK, n Kz’ ‘ ’ t’ ‘G’K” [G/K, rl K2]. 
Proof. Immediate from the definition; see [6]. 
PROPOSITION 4. J“/J”” is the free Z/2-vector space on the elements 2k-i[G/K], 
where [G/K] = 2’. 
Proof. Generators for J are given by 2. [G/G], and [G/K], K c G. But Proposition 
3 shows that if ‘G/K’ = 2’, I> I, then [G/K] = [GIK,].[G/K,]. . . [G/K,), where 
JG/K,I=2, and K, fl . . . n K, = K. Thus, J/J* is the free Z/2-vector space on 
2. [G/G] and [G/K], JGIKI = 2. J’ is generated by elements 
2’. [G/G]. [G/K,]. . . [G/K,_,] = 2’ ,$AKk ’ “Grkf,, [G/K, n . . . n K/-j1 . . . 1 I 
zz 
where ‘G/K,’ = 2. This is a generator of the type given in the proposition. That these 
2’ 
‘G/K, n . . . n K,_jl [GiKl n *. . n Kl-jlv 
are all independent mod 2 follows from the generation result in the next higher 
dimension. n 
Denote by gr,*(G) the associated graded ring with respect to the J-adic filtration. 
Define the operator ho: grJ*(G)-+ gr;+‘(G) by b: (2’[G/K]) = 2’+‘[GIK]. Thus, 
grJ*(G) becomes a free graded Z/2[h0]-module. Let pH: gr,*(G)+ gr,*(H), H c G, be 
induced by the restriction map A(G)+ A(H). 
DEFINITION 5. Define cp’;;‘: g$‘(G)+Z/2 by cp$‘= ~0(1/2”)(~~, where (Pi: A(G)+2 
is the map (PHUGIKI) = ‘(G/K)H ‘, and p is reduction mod 2. This is well defined 
because +Q,(x) E 2”2 for x E J(“), since (P”(X) E 22 for x E J. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let IGIKI = 2’. Then 
(a) (p’;;‘(2”-‘[G/K]) = 0 if H c K. 
(b) Zf ‘G/K’= ‘G/H’, (pG’(2”-‘[G/K]) = 1 if and only H = K. 
Proof. (a) If H g K, then as an H-set, G/K decomposes as a disjoint union of orbits 
of type H/H n K. Since H n K# H, this has no fixed points as an H-set. 
(b) If ‘G/K’= ‘G/H’, either H = K or H g K. If H = K, (p’,“‘(2”-‘[G/K]) = 
(1/2”)2”j-‘, 2’ = 1. n 
PROPOSITION 7. @ cp’I;‘: gr:“‘(G)+ @ 2 ‘2 is injective. 
HCG HCG 
Proof. Consider any sum x = Z u~~“-“~‘[GIKI, where j(K) = (G/K]. Consider a 
KCG 
maximal subgroup K of the set {KjaL * 0). Then q;“‘(x) = ak = 1, since it vanishes on all 
2”’ “H’[G/H], j(H) < j(K). and for j(H) = j(K), H = K. a 
PROPOSITION 8. The mup gr;““(G) -% HFc gr’,“‘(H) has kernel Z/2 for all n 2 I, 
(i/H -2 
generated by (Y,,, = 2”‘[G/G] + 2”’ ’ 1 [G/H]. 
GrH =? 
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Proof. We note that the function (F”” K may be computed on @ gr:“‘(H), whenever 
HcG 
G/H=1 
K C H for some H, (G/HI = 2. But this is always the case unless K = G. so q$” is the 
only (D;’ which cannot be computed on proper subgroups. Thus the kernel in every 
dimension has rank at most one by Proposition 7. The element a, is non-trivial, by 
Proposition 6. To see that (Y, is in the kernel of @pH, we observe that ~~(a,,,) = 
2”[H/H] + 2”_‘. 2[iV/H] + 2”‘-’ 2 [H/K fl H]. One checks that each term in the 
K-H 
iG/KI=' 
summation occurs twice, which means that the element is zero in gr,“(H). n 
an 
COROLLARY 9. As a 2/2[h,j module, Ker (@pH) is a cyclic summand generated by 
element in degree 1. 
BY Proposition 2, El= E,, so we have a map gr:“‘(G) + 
k 
Ext;“(Z/2, H*(G)) ~ext>“(Z/2, @ H*(RP”)). It is a standard result that if h,, acts on 
Ext:“(Z/2,& H*(RP”)) as multiplication by ho E Exti’(Z/2,2/2), this yields a map of 
Z/2[h,J-modules. 
THEOREM 10. The map gr,*(G)-t Extd'* (Z/2, H*(G)) is surjective. 
Proof. We use Corollary V. 12, where it was shown that all classes in 
ExtY-‘(Z/2,& H*(RP”))are computable as sums of elements Ext,(Z/2, $)(j @ . , . @ j), 
where cf; is induced by a group homomorphism cp: Z/2k+ Z/2”, and j E 
Extf4’(Z/2, fi*(RP*)>. We have a diagram 
Exty (Z/2,& H*(RP”)) - Ext”A” (Z/2, (5 H*(RP”)). 
The map j 0. . . @ j is in the image of grJ*(Zz3), since j is in the image of gri’(Z/2) in 
Extji’(Z/2, H*(RPD)). For this, we refer to [8], or point out that the composite 
A(Z/2)+ Ext>‘(Z/2, H*(RP=)) is injective by a K-theory argument. Consequently, 
Ext,(Z/2, 6) (j@ . . . @j) is in the image of gri*(Zzk). m 
THEOREM 11. The map gr,*(G)+ Extk*(Z/2, H*(G)) is injectiue. 
Proof. Induction on (G/. We have a commutative diagram 
PH 
grH*(G) -0 
1 
HLG 
GIHI=? 
,9-,*(H) 
1 
Ext,*(Z/2, H*(G)) 
Exl,‘(L/Z. H*(p+,)) 
’ @ Ext,*(ZD,H* H)) 
H c G 
'GIHl=2 
We assume the result for lHI < ICI; hence the kernel of the left hand vertical map 
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is contained in the Z/Z[h,]-module generated by czi E gr/(G). If we show that the 
submodule generated by a,is mapped injectively to Ext,*(z/2; H*(G)), we will have 
the result. Since Exty (z/2; H*(G)) is free as a Zl2[h,J-module, by Corollary 3.6, if we 
can show that the image of aI is nonzero, this will give the result. The rank of gr$“(G) 
is 2k, since the subgroups K with /G/K] = 2 are in one-to-one correspondence with 
nonzero elements of ~/2~. If we can show that the rank of Exti’(Z/2, H*(G)) is also 
2k, we will be done by Theorem 10. It is well known that there is a stable splitting 
BG v So = v X,, where 9 is the power set of { 1, . . . , k}, X,, = ‘?RP”, X, = So, and 
aEB 
/7~]= order of r. We consider the corresponding splitting of the A-module fi*(BG v 
SO). By the results of 92 and 3, Extj;‘(Z/Z,bfi*(RP”)) has rank 1; hence, 
Ext ji’(D/2;H*(G)) has rank 2k, since 1.91 = 2k. n 
COROLLARY 12. Segal’s conjecture is true for (Z/2)k. 
c;oof. By the result in [8], the Adams spectral sequence with Ez-term 
Ext, (z/2, H*(6)) converges to ?r:(BG), again with inverse limit cohomotopy. We 
must show that the natural map f+ ?rso(BG) is an isomorphism, where i denotes the 
completion of I in the I-adic topology. We claim first that the I-adic and J-adic 
topologies coincide on I. We will prove that both coincide with the 2-adic topology on 
I. By Proposition 3, Ik+’ c 2A(G); hence Ik+* C 21k. For the other direction, we note 
that a basic for I is given by {[G/K] [G/G]-[G/K]}, as K runs over all proper 
subgroups of G. Now (G/K/ . (IGIKI [G/G1 - [G/K11 = (JG/KJ[G/G] - [G/K])*, so 
2k * I c I*. This shows that the I-adic and 2-adic topologies coincide. Since the 
Jk II I > Ik+‘, we must only show that Jk rl I c 21 for some k; but J = 2A(G) + I, so 
Jk+’ C 2A(G), and so Jk+’ tl Z c 2A(G) fl I = 21. We now show that the J-adically 
completed I is isomorphic to vr,‘(BG). There is a map of filtered rings I-* ?rso(BG) 
which induces an isomorphism of associated graded rings. Consequently the com- 
pletions are isomorphic. So Gs isomorph& to TF(BG) completed with respect to 
Adams filtration. This is rF(BG), where BG denotes 2-adic completion of BG. But 
a = BG, since v,“(BG) consists entirely of finite 2-groups. Thus, f = r:(BG), 
which gives the result. Of course, the statement that rs”(BG) = 0 for n > 0 follows 
immediately from Corollary 3.5. a 
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